Published since its inception in 1935 by Duke University Press, the *Duke Mathematical Journal (DMJ)* is one of the world’s most highly regarded journals in mathematics. *DMJ* has a five-year impact factor of 2.8 (2022) and a cited half-life of over 22 years. *DMJ* is available only through direct subscription and is not included in any collection or aggregation.

**Features**

- hosted on the Project Euclid platform
- full-text PDF article searches
- issue-level metadata, including links from each article to MathSciNet and zbMATH
- Mathematics Subject Classifications for each article back to 1940
- MathJax display engine for formulas and symbols
- COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

To learn more, please visit [*projecteuclid.org/dmj*](http://projecteuclid.org/dmj).

### Current Content

**Institutional Subscriptions**

*Duke Mathematical Journal*

Volume 174, eighteen issues

Subscribers have perpetual access to content from the current year and term access to all volumes since 1999.

**ISSN**: 0012-7094; e-ISSN: 1547-7398

---

**Format** | **Institutional** | **Corporate** | **Government**
---|---|---|---
Print + electronic | $3,720 | $4,519 | $4,157
Electronic only | $2,910 | $3,488 | $3,209
Print only | $3,568 | $4,331 | $3,985

Additional postage applies to print orders outside the US. Institutions may be subject to applicable tax. Please see our website for subscription terms at [*dukeupress.edu/agents*](http://dukeupress.edu/agents).

---

**DMJ 100**

*DMJ 100* is a fully searchable electronic archive of the first 100 volumes of *DMJ*. It offers electronic access to 4,830 articles published from 1935 to 1999 and is available via subscription or outright purchase. There is no ongoing maintenance fee with purchase of the archive.

**DMJ 100 Access Model** | **Price**
---|---
Subscription (January–December) | $375
Outright purchase | $5,500

Agents and consortia receive a 5% commission.

**Complete Your Institution’s DMJ Holdings**

Institutions have perpetual access to volumes for which they purchased electronic subscriptions. Online access to single back volumes of *DMJ* from 2000 to 2024 is available for purchase as well. Please contact *orders@dukeupress.edu*. 